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1 EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND. MORNING 1

SFX: Birds’ crying sound and sound of wave.

Establishing shot of the Wonderland.

Zoom out to the shore in the barren island. ABBIE, A 20-year

old girl who lives in a barren area alone, sits on the

shore, looking at the lively and vivid wonderland. She turns

back her head, looking at her humble house and the poor

living environment in the barren island. She feels upset and

lonely of living on the barren island alone; she is dying to

move to the wonderland.

Abbie stands up and looks toward the wonderland again. Then,

she stares at the river between the wonderland and the

barren island. There are many strong maelstroms in the

river; the current is too strong fro anyone to swim or boat.

Abbie is frightened by the strong current; she steps back,

trips a stone and falls on the ground. She is lying on the

ground, feeling scary; suddenly, she looks surprised. She

gets up and looks at the wonderland again. She focuses on a

bridge in the wonderland and becomes excited.

2 EXT.IN FRONT OF THE HUMBLE HOUSE. MORNING 2

An ax is placed in front of the humble house. Abbie walks

close to the ax and picks it up with a happy face.

3 EXT. FOREST ON THE BARREN ISLAND. AFTERNOON 3

SFX: The cutting tree sound is coming out from the forest.

Abbie is cutting a tree with her ax. The tree falls down on

the ground. Abbie tries hard to pull the tree out of the

forest. she starts to build her bridge.

4 MONTAGE - VARIOUS 4

A) EXT. FOREST. MORNING

Abbie is cutting a tree with an ax.

B) EXT. FOREST. EVENING

She is thumping a piece of wood with a hammer.

C) EXT. FOREST. AFTERNOON

She is Peeling the cortex off from a tree.

D) EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND. NOON

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

She is tying the trees together with strings.

E) EXT. FOREST. MORNING

She is pulling a tree down.

F) EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND. EVENING

The bridge is getting longer

END OF MONTAGE.

5 EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND. AFTERNOON 5

Abbie sits on the bridge, beating the timbers with the

hammer. she looks at the wonderland and feels excited that

she is getting close to it.

SFX: Wood cracking sound.

She looks at the direction, in which she hears the wood

cracking sound. She sees a crack from the bridge and she is

scared by that. She runs back to the shore.

The bridge is broken; parts of the bridge are falling into

the river.

Abbie looks at the bridge; tears come out from her eyes. She

feels sad of the accident. However, she doesn’t give up--she

gets up and continues to build the bridge.

6 MONTAGE - VARIOUS 6

A) EXT. FOREST. AFTERNOON

Abbie cuts the tree down with her ax in the forest.

She pulls a tree.

The number of trees decreases day by day.

B) EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND.

The Bridge is getting longer and longer.

END OF MONTAGE.



3.

7 EXT. SHORE IN THE BARREN ISLAND. MORNING 7

Abbie timbers the woods on the bridge. She looks exhausted.

she sighs and looks to the front. And then, she is surprised

that she almost reaches the edge of wonderland. she is

excited and goes back to gather more material to finish the

bridge delightfully.

When she goes back to the shore, she is shocked that all the

useful materials in the barren island are run out. Abbie

comes near to an emotional breakdown.

Abbie sits on the bridge and stares at the wonderland in

sadness. She gets up and gets close to the edge, but she is

scared by the strong current and moves back. She tries to

get close to the edge again and wonders that is that any

possible to jump to the wonderland from the bridge. But the

strong current frightens her.

Abbie takes a deep breath, and she moves back. She runs, but

finally stops on the edge of the bridge. She is so nervous;

her heart seems likes jumping out from her mouth. She takes

a deep breath again and decides to jump. She moves back and

runs to the edge of the bridge; and then, she jumps up.

Unfortunately, she falls into the river. She is struggling

in the water.

8 EXT. SHORE IN THE WONDERLAND. EVENING 8

Abbie comes out from the water and catches a tree branch

from the wonderland. she lands the shore of wonderland in

excitement. And then, she walks into the wonderland.

End of story.


